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The electrically heated glassmelting channel as a part of the segmentedmelting furnace was examined bymath-
ematicalmodelling. Differentmeltflow characters were set up by proper configurations of the heating electrodes
in the channel with either level or close-to-bottommelt input. The sand particle dissolution and bubble removal
of defined sizes were followed up to the achievement of the critical state. This was characterized by the termina-
tion of the less effectivemelting phenomenon just before the output from the channel. The utilization of themelt-
ing space, the melting performance, and the specific heat losses in the critical state were evaluated. The effect of
the melt input character and melt input temperature, electrode length, and energy distribution were investigat-
ed. The results have shown that the best results were attained when the energy distribution in the channel was
balanced or when it was near the balanced state. Hence, no or only weak longitudinal circulations of the melt
arose in the space and the helical-like melt flow could be set. This state was achieved when the melt input tem-
peraturewas equivalent or not far from the average temperature of themelt in the space. Such as state can be set
up by an energy shift to the regions with lower temperature and by enhancement of the transversal melt
circulations.
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1. Introduction

Themelt flow character plays a significant role in the continual glass
melting process owing to its considerable impact on the history of the
homogenization phenomena accomplished in themelt – quartz dissolu-
tion, bubble removal, and chemical homogenization. In the industrial
melting process, the batch conversion in the batch blanket and phe-
nomena in the melt are practically serially ordered. Besides the batch
conversion rate, the slow homogenization of the melt may also limit
the melting performance of the entire melting process. The naturally
set melt flow in the horizontal glass melting spaces is characterized by
powerful longitudinal circulationswhich are indicated by the broad res-
idence time distribution function of the melt, and consequently by the
short critical trajectories along which the homogenization phenomena
occur. Due to this effect, glass producers are forced to build large glass
melting furnaces with low specific performance and with high specific
heat losses. The way to ensure better cooperation of the melt flow
with themelting process leads to either uniformmelt flowor to efficient
transversal melt circulations resulting in a helical-like flow, both

characterized by lower dead spaces and a narrower residence time dis-
tribution function. The strengthening of the transversal circulation ap-
pears easier to implement under industrial melting conditions; several
patents describe the use of differentmechanical or heatingmeans to ful-
fil the task to set the helical-like melt flow [1–5]. In fact, the superposi-
tion of the evoked transversal circulations on the already existing
longitudinal ones leads to the desired helical-like flow only when the
ratio between the transversal and longitudinal velocity component of
the melt is sufficiently high. The character of the helical-like melt flow
and its relation to the running homogenization phenomenawas studied
in [6–10]. The relative quantity called utilization of the space has been
introduced. The quantity indicates which part of the melting space is
used for either the dissolution of quartz relicts or bubble removal
under a given character of the melt flow. Applying space utilization,
the temperature conditions of efficient helical-like flow were deter-
mined in the model channel by mathematical modelling. The results
have shown that melt flow structures were attained – advantageous si-
multaneously for both phenomena – at relatively high ratios between
the transversal and longitudinal temperature gradients. The ratios of
temperature gradients corresponding to highest utilization values of
0.6–0.8 move mostly between 5 and 10 [6,8–10]. However, it would
be difficult to realize the correspondingmelt velocity ratios in the classic
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melting space with the batch blanket owing to the existing strong lon-
gitudinal melt circulations; therefore, the published patented solutions
appear less probable.

The results of mathematical modelling may nevertheless assist in
the construction of special melting spaces without a batch blanket if
the previous batch conversion to glass was ensured in a separated
space or region. Several ways of rapid batch conversion have been pub-
lished in the literature: the examples include submerged combustion
[11–12], mechanical stirring of the converting batch [13–14], or in flight
melting [15–16]. In the subsequent melting module, the desired helical
flow may be set up relatively easily with the currently used heating el-
ements such as the application of Joule heat and electrodes. Such amod-
ulemanifests a very high homogenization ability up to 10 tons/(m3 day)
and correspondingly low heat losses [17]. However, the detailed condi-
tions of the module application are not known yet whereas the follow-
ing are: convenient average temperature in the module, the acceptable
difference between the input and average temperature of the melt, and
the efficient energy distribution inside themodule. The detailed investi-
gation of the mentioned factors in the glass melting module heated by
electrodes is the subject of this work.

2. Theoretical

The quantity “utilization of the melting space u” has been used for
the evaluation of the character of themelt flowwith respect to sand dis-
solution and bubble removal [6–10]. The utilization of the continual
space for bubble removal (fining) uF expresses the relation between
the reference fining time in a quiescent melt τFref and the theoretical
mean residence time of the melt in the space under critical conditions
τG. Similarly, the utilization for sand dissolution uD expresses the rela-
tion between the average sand dissolution time in the space, τDave and
τG [6]. The critical state then describes the situation when the bubble
of the initially minimal radius attains the melt level just at the output
from the space, or the initially maximal sand particle dissolves right
there.

uF;D ¼ τHref
τG

; τG ¼ V
_V
;u∈ 0;1h i ð1Þ

where τHref is either τFref or τDave, V is the volume of the space (m3), and
_V is the volume flow rate (melting performance or pull rate) (m3/s). For
the plug flow, τHref = τG is valid, so uF,D = 1 [8].

Both values of the space utilization may be involved in the expres-
sions for the heat losses of the process and for themelting performance.
In the critical state, the values of the melting performance and specific
heat losses represent the maximum andminimum values, respectively.
If both homogenization phenomena are considered as parallel, then the
less efficient phenomenon is the controlling one. The specific heat losses
of the space through boundaries decrease, and the performance of the
melting process increases with space utilization according to:

HL
M ¼

_H
L
τDave
ρV

1
uD

or HL
M ¼

_H
L
τFref
ρV

1
uF

ð2a; bÞ

_V ¼ VuD

τDave
or _V ¼ VuF

τFref
ð3a; bÞ

where HM
L are the specific heat losses (J/kg), _HL is the total heat flux

across the space boundaries (J/s) and ρ is the glass density (kg/m3).
The quantity τFref is thefining timewhich the critical bubble needs to as-
cend the distance h0 in a quiescent liquid at average temperature in the
space; the details of τFref calculation are given in [7]. The former expres-
sions in Eqs. (2a, ba, b) and (3a, ba, b) are valid for the case of sand dis-
solution as the controlling phenomenon, and the latter ones for the
controlling phenomenon being bubble removal.

The space utilization for the sand dissolution uD may be expressed
with the assistance of two fractions of dead spaces – the fraction of
dead space for themeltflowmG and the fraction of space of the sanddis-
solution as the overprocessingmD. Similarly, the space utilization for the
bubble removal uF can be expressed through the fraction of virtual dead
space for bubble removalmvirt and virtual bubble rising distance hvirt [9].
Thementioned quantities provide amore detailed view of the character
of themelt flow. Only the values of the space utilization as a final quan-
tity will be applied in this work.

If bubble nucleation on the sand particles does not occur, both phe-
nomena run simultaneously, so the less efficient phenomenon becomes
the controlling one. When the melting conditions are varied and sand
dissolution is the controlling phenomenon, the effect of melt flow
changes – described by the utilization value uD may be separated from
the effect of different time-temperature histories described by the
value of τDave. If bubble removal controls the melting, both effects are
separable only when the average temperature in the space varies – at
a constant average temperature, the value of τFref is constant.

The quantities defined by Eqs. (1)–(3a, b) may be acquired by
modelling the critical state of bubble removal (in the critical state, the
initial minimal bubble is removed just at the space exit) or the critical
state of sand dissolution (the maximal particle is dissolved just at the
output) in the melting space with adjusted flow patterns. Here, the
demanded flow patterns have been set by proper energy distribution
in the model melting space.

The set up of the controlled flow in glassmelting spaces substantially
depends on the distribution of energy delivered to the melting space in
the case when no other tool is used to affect the melt flow. The specific
energy consumption of a melting space with electric or other inner
heating is given by:

H0
M ¼ HT

M þ HL
M ð4Þ

whereHM
T is the theoretical energy to convert the inputting batch and to

heat the arising melt to the space exit temperature.
The crucial condition of the control of the favorable melt flow is the

balanced distribution of delivered energy between the input (batch) re-
gion and subsequent region where the melting phenomena are com-
pleted. If the distribution is balanced, the necessary energetic
condition for the uniform or efficient helical flow [19] is fulfilled; other-
wise, clockwise longitudinal circulations occur with energy being in ex-
cess in the input region, and counterclockwise when the energy
supplied here is lower than a balanced one. Most of energy should reg-
ularly be delivered to the input region in order to convert the batch, to
heat the arising melt, and to cover the heat losses of the region while
the needed energy in the subsequent part of the space includes only
the heat losses. If the fraction of the input region is designated by ξ,
Eq. (4) can be written as [19]:

H0
M ¼ HT

M þ ξHL
M þ 1−ξð ÞHL

M ð5Þ

The energetic equilibrium in themelting space is attained if the spe-
cific energy given by the termHM

T +ξHM
L is delivered to the input region

Hglass1, and the energy provided for the subsequent region Hglass2 is
equivalent to (1−ξ)HM

L . Usually, the inequality Hglass1bHM
T +ξHM

L is
valid in horizontal industrial melting furnaces, so intensive counter-
clockwise longitudinal circulations set up and restrict themeltflow con-
trol. In addition, the vertical and other detailed distribution of energy in
each region play the role, and local convection currents can be expected
even though an energetic balance exists. This work tries to reveal the
best conditions to achieve high space utilization in the common modu-
lus for sand dissolution and fining when the type of the melt input is
varied, as well as the average and input temperatures, and the energy
distribution inside the modulus.
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